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By Henry Hilton /

-

Animal Damage Control Coordinator

T

HE COYOTE HAS BECOME an extremely
volatile issue in Maine. Losses of deer and
domestic sheep have aroused considerable public
reaction, accompanied by demands for unrestricted
opportunities to hunt and trap the species. Much of
this interest can be traced back to the reduced deer
populations experienced in many areas, and the
concern for the future of the deer herd. In addition,
the 1970s was a period of resurgence for sheep
farming, and the coyote is considered by many to be a
factor which could limit the future growth of this
industry.
Deer were abundant during the 1950s and 1960s.
Record population levels occurred in many areas,
levels which were never before experienced and are
likely never to be experienced again. The size of the
herd during those times was the combined result of
the abandonment of millions of acres of farmland and
past timber harvesting. Conditions changed rapidly
however, and the 1970s brought about a sharp
contrast to those former years. Modern timber
harvesting practices, defoliation of softwoods by
spruce budworm, severe wintering conditions, heavy
hunting pressure, and the establishment of the coyote
brought about an array of factors which worked
against deer in Maine. The major factors involved in
the decline experienced in the various problem areas,
and the importance of each, are quite different.
Department staff are looking for the evidence that
will point to the most important factors controlling
deer numbers. They know that predation is one factor
among all those affecting coyote numbers, but it is
only speculation to call it a major limiting factor. The
decline in the deer population in eastern Maine
started well before the coyote showed up in this area.
Could it be that even with no coyotes, deer would still
be in trouble in Maine? Until recently, it was believed
that predator control for the benefit of wildlife species
was not economically justified or biologically sound.
2

DEALllG
WITH
COYOTE
PREDATIOI
But now it is becoming part of big game management
programs in several states and provinces.
What is the real extent of the predation problem in
Maine? According to the information source you
consult, the problem may be either insignificant, or
serious enough to result in complete annihilation of
deer. A concerned public often responds by
complaining to the Commissioner or to their
legislative representative. Responding to a call from
John Albert of Lincoln, a warden found the remains of
seven coyote-killed sheep. But Albert lost a total of 12;
the other five may have been lugged off by the coyotes,
leaving no trace. Many other farmers likely sustained
under-documented or undocumented sheep losses. On
the other hand, Warden Norman Moulton investigated
a report of 40 deer killed near Seboeis Stream in
Howland. After interviewing several people in the
area, he finally spoke directly with the complaintant
and found that no such slaughter actually occurred. It
is not uncommon that one dead deer in the woods will
be reported by several people, so that it appears
several different dead deer were found.
The problem, obviously, is one of accurate reporting;
there is no question that coyotes kill deer in the
Houlton area, and in other areas throughout the state.
The inaccuracy of reports, whether understated or
overstated, masks the control needs facing wildlife
and agricultural managers. And there lies the major
problem facing federal and state agencies: how and
where to direct effective damage control measures.
The purpose of a new department control program
is not to eradicate coyotes or any other nuisance
wildlife, but to reduce the damage caused by them. In
its initial focus on coyote control, the program will
document the extent and circumstances of predation
problems, and will inform the public as to how to deal
with predation and, if possible, how to prevent
predation from occurring. When predation does occur,
more effective control measures can then be
implemented.
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Game Warden
to stay some distance from the brook. Bill commanded
Tram pas, "Find him!" and waited while the dog
combed the woods. When he heard the K-9 stop and
growl, Bill found Tram pas standing over the violater,
who had tried to cover himself with leaves and brush .

#2

S

INCE MID-1980, I have been one of the several Maine game wardens involved in the
training and use of K-9s - dogs which
assist their warden handlers in many ways in the performance of their duties. I thought it would be interesting to narrate some of the more outstanding incidents
from 1982 - cases where our K-9s saved us time,
money, and aggravation.

#l

Jn May, Warden Bill Hanrahan chased
down and arrested a subject for dipping
smelts in a closed brook. On the way to the cruiser, the
subject broke away again and fled into the dark
woods. Bill called his K-9, Trampas, who had been told
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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Also in May, Warden Jim Ross and K-9 Caesar assisted in a search at the DoverFox croft dump for the body of an infant reportedly
seen there. Although no infant was found, Caesar dug
up bags of bloody waste thrown out by the local hospital, which were buried under more than a foot of
garbage.

#3

One night in June, I was the first officer to
respond to the scene of a break-in and shooting. Two subjects entered the home of an older man,
shot him in the arm, and fled when the homeowner
drew his own gun and fired back, wounding one of the
assailants. My dog, Raven, and I started a track from
the house down the road to where the suspects had
parked their car. Returning to the house, I urged
3

Raven to locate any objects that might have been discarded by the two. About a third of a mile from the
camp, the K-9 jumped into the roadside ditch and located a small .22 cal. revolver. The revolver wasfound
to be the weapon used by the gunmen. The K-9's work
also turned up a pair of gloves left by the wounded
man, and aided in the matching of shoe and sneaker
prints to the suspects' footwear and the matching of
tire tread marks to the suspects 'vehicle. ·

#4

I~ July, three K-9 un~ts teamed up to track a
six-year-old boy lost m Weld. The boy, an epileptic, required medication, and if not found within 24
hours, might have died.
Early in the afternoon of the first day, the Maine
Warden Service was notified that the boy was lost. Bill
Hanrahan and Trampas, aided by Warden Dwight
Cram and his bloodhound, tried to run tracks from the
boy's house. Bill felt at that time that they were tracking the boy's father, or other searchers. Later that evening, the boy's tracks and those of the small dog
accompanying him were found in a wood yard almost
two miles from his house. Two bloodhounds from a
nearby town started a track from that point and went
out to and down the paved road without any success.
Late that night, Bill and Trampas started tracking
from the same wood yard, but went in the opposite direction, into the woods on an old road. The team went
about a mile; about midnight, the K-9 began to indicate
that something was near. Bill told Trampas to find it,
and Trampas went off the trail, only to find a porcupine. Bill called Trampas back before he got quilled, but
he had trouble re-starting the track. Thinking Tram pas
was tracking the porcupine, Bill gave up, tired and discouraged. Later, we surmised that he was probably
only three or four hundred yards from the boy at that
time.
Early the next morning, a searcher reported that he
had found the boy's track in a stream. Raven and I and
another warden went to the stream. The tracks went in
several different directions, so it was impossible to
know which direction the boy had taken. After several
minutes of casting around, Raven began tracking slowing away from the stream down a woods road. I
thought it was more likely that the boy had gone downstream. Warden Bill Allen and his K-9, Satan, started
downstream, and after traveling about 300 yards, they
found the boy standing beside the stream. The boy was
afraid of the wardens at first, and started to cry when
they took his hand, but they managed to get him out.

#

5

During August, Jim Ross and Caesar were
called to track a night hunter who had fled
when wardens apprehended his partner. Arriving at
the scene, Jim began to harness Caesar, and informed
the subject who had been caught that he might want to
4

inform the other guy that a K-9 was coming. The prisoner then shouted, "They aren't kidding, they have a
great big shepherd out here!'' The subject in the woods
then yelled that he was giving up and coming out.

#6

In October and November, Bill Allen and
Satan had two excellent tracks. In one instance, they were called to track a night hunter who
had fled on foot. The track was about one and onehalf hours old. The team tracked about 200 feet into
the brush - Satan then stood on the suspect's back
and licked his neck! During the second track, Bill and
Satan were after a subject wanted for criminal threatening. The dog tracked the subject for three-quarters of
a mile, at which point tre subject ran down a brook for
about 150 yards. Bill thought he heard the subject in
front of them and loudly remarked to the officer beside
him that he ought to send the K-9 to catch the subject.
The subject must have heard, because he gave up at
that point!

#

7

#

8

During the deer season, wardens near the
Augusta area received a tip that a number
of illegal deer were being kept at a residence in the
town of China. One warden, after requesting permission from the owner to search the property, looked
around the area near the buildings that evening and
was unable to locate anything. The officer then called
Bill and Satan (who is trained to locate deer). Satan
took Bill around to the back of the buildings and began
to nose under a tarp on the ground. Pulling the tarp
back, Bill found the paunch of a deer. Satan then
pulled him down a path into the woods behind the
house. About a hundred yards into the woods Satan
began to dig in a pile offresh deer hides. .Shnmiru; their
flashlights around the area, the officers found a
number of deer hanging in the trees. Eventually, the
parts or carcasses of 15 illegal deer werefound in the
area.
During December, Warden Bill Hanrahan
and Trampas were called by Farmington
police to track a felon who had stolen a car, then abandoned it and fled on foot. Trampas tracked for a
hundred yards through a heavily contaminated area
then two and one-half miles through the woods and
another mile up a road to a point where the fugitive
stole another car and drove off.
These are but a few of the cases during 1982 which
involved our K-9s. The animals have proven themselves
extremely useful in a wide variety of areas, in addition
to providing excellent protection - and company - to
wardens in the field.
The K-9 program is growing in the Maine Warden
Service. Time and again, these animals are demonstrating that they are "warden's best friend."
•
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REVIEWING

THE 1982 MOOSE SEASON

By Karen I. Morris
Moose Research Leader

M

AINE'S SECOND MODERN-DAY MOOSE
hunting season took place from Sept. 20
through Sept. 25, 1982. The area open to
hunting was the same as in 1980, but each permit
holder was assigned to one of six zones. Other differences between the two seasons were that 1,000 permits
were issued (rather than 700) and that 100 of these
permits were issued to nonresidents.
During the 1982 season, 884 of the 1,000 permit
holders registered a moose. Success was slightly lower
than the 91 percent experienced by 700 permit holders
in 1980, probably because zoning forced many of them
to hunt in less desirable areas. Even in the zone with
the lowest success rate, however, more than two-thirds
of the hunting parties got their moose (Table 1).
The oldest moose was a 161/2-year-old bull from
Somerset County. One of his antlers had four points
Table 1.

Summary of 1982 moose kill by zone.
% Bulls
#Of
Permits

North West
North East
Central
South West
South Central
South East
1982 Total
1980 Total

100
250
320
90
110
130
1,000
700

%
Successful

%
Calves

%
Yearlings

Among

Animals

2Y2 Years Old or Older

percent), and 164 (26.7 percent) were calves, cows,
and bulls, respectively. Sixty animals other than calves
were not shot by hunters who were waiting for larger
animals, and 31 bulls were passed up by hunters who
wanted a trophy. No one declined to shoot an animal
because it was too large, and only four bulls were rejected by hunters because they preferred not to shoot a
bull. This selectivity results in an overrepresentation of
bulls in the harvest and an underrepresentation of
calves.
The hunter selectivity would also cause small adults
to be underrepresented in the harvest. The percentage
of yearlings in the kill was up from the 1980 season (16
percent compared to 11 percent). There are two reasons why hunter selectivity would be likely to change
between seasons. First, the zoning forced many hunters
out of the south central zone and into areas with fewer
moose and poorer visibility - areas where they would
be less willing to wait for larger animals. However, the
south central zone, with the highest number of sightings per hour, also had the highest percentage of yearlings in the harvest. In this case, the hunters may have
been willing to shoot smaller animals because they saw
relatively few bulls (Table 2).

73
82
93
93
96
68

10.8
4.9
2.7
4.8
2.8
2.2

20.5
13.7
18.5
13.1
20.8
12.3

73.7
75.9
74.2
75.4
70.4
77.6

88

4.1

16.3

74.7

Average#

91

5.5

10.8

73.9

# moose

Table 2.

# hunters

Summary of sightings of 2,090 moose, 1,008 deer and 114 bear
reported by hunters during the 1982 moose season.

reporting
hours hunted
seen/10 hours hunted

Bulls seen/100

and no palm; the other had been broken off. Such poor
antler development is typical of old animals. Prime
antler development appears in animals 6 to 10 years
old. There were some small calves and yearlings, as one
might expect after a severe winter, but the majority of
the animals we examined appeared to be in excellent
condition.
The sex and age composition of the 1982 moose
harvest was similar to that found for 1980. Only four
percent of the animals were calves and 75 percent of
the adult animals were bulls. The high number of bulls
and low number of calves does not represent true proportions in the population, because many moose hunters in Maine are selective about the type of moose they
shoot.
Forty-three percent of the 54 7 hunters who returned
questionnaires by Dec. 10, 1982 reported passing up at
least one moose that they felt they could have killed;
one hunter had 15 opportunities to shoot a moose before he took his shot. Of the 614 moose that these hunters chose not to shoot, 137 (22.3 percent), 301 ( 49
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Calves

cows seen

seen/100

cows seen

NW

NE

Cent.

53

139

185

70

33

21

20

30

0.77

1.42

2.24

244

119

109

53

43

38

SE

1.01
132
32

SW

1982
Total

49

51

547

14

20

S. Cent.

3.83

2.25

22
1.71

89

125

120

48

54

42

1980
Total
1,121
18
1. 74
133
39

# deer seen/1

O hours hunted

0.88

0.81

110

040

0.77

0.67

0.82

1.72

# bear seen/1

O hours hunted

0.90

0.10

0.12

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.09

0.09

Moose hunters averaged 22 hours of hunting time some individuals hunted for less than one-half hour,
while some hunted for 80 hours (Table 2). No one reported that they did not hunt. The hunters reported
sighting an average of 3.8 moose while hunting. Some
didn't see any, and one hunter saw 45!
Over half (58 percent) of the hunters said that meat
was the primary reason for hunting moose; 40 percent
said that sport or enjoyment was the main reason.
About half the hunters listed both sport and meat as
reasons for hunting, but Maine residents were more
likely than nonresidents to list meat as the primary
reason for hunting (61 percent compared to 34 percent). This difference is probably economic. Because
the nonresidents cost for licenses and transportation
are higher than residents, there would be less incentive
for them to hunt moose primarily to reduce the grocery
bill!
•
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CAMPING - IT'S
A GREAT WAY OF
GETTING AWAY
FROM IT ALL!
No matter how well we like our complex
modern civilization, it is fun to return to the
primitive at times - provided we know the
essentials of primitive living. It's possible to be
very comfortable with minimum equipment,
if it includes the right things. With the right
clothing and a knowledge of "how-to", one
can live quite comfortably in the outdoors in
all kinds of weather.
As you start to plan your trip, be sure to
check the laws. You will need a fire permit if
you will be cooking on an open fire, and if you
plan to fish or hunt you will need to purchase
a license and get a law book Another good
idea is to get a topographical map of the area
in which you plan to camp - and familiarize
yourself with it!
The kinds and amounts of equipment depend largely on the type of camping that you
plan to do. The equipment for an auto camping trip is far different from that of a hiking
trip, where the weight is limited to a pack carried on your back Another consideration is
the time of year; fall camping requires warmer
clothing than summer camping.
One of the best ways to prepare yourself is
to make a basic check list of the things that
you will need. Following is a list of some of the
items that you may want to consider, depending on your type of camping:
fishing tackle
flashlight
tent
nylon cord
notebook
first-aid kit
foam pad
sleeping bag
toilet articles
tent repair kit
handkerchief
wool pants
knife
poncho
water bag
lantern
reflecting baker folding water
bag

6

camera

canteen

map
boots
sneakers
parka
rain g{'ar
compass
axe
cooking out fit

hat
whistle
insect repellent
wool socks
flannel or
woolen shirts

wat er proof
rnatr hbo x
d ulfle hag

~

Include everything that you think you could
possibly need in the list. Then choose from it,
eliminating whatever is unnecessary. Just before you pack up, check the list again to make
sure that you haven't omitted anything essential.
Great care must be utilized in choosing your
campsite. Find an open, level spot for the tent
where the drainage would be good and where
the sun will reach it to dry it out during the
day. Choosing a site near water will make it a
lot easi r for you. TAKE NO CHANCES! Boil
your drinking water first, then aerate it by
pouring it from one container to another.
Another method of purifying your water is to
use water purification tablets available on the
market.
Your next consideration is your choice of a
tent. The simplest and lightest of tents is the
pup tent, which consists merely of a large
square of canvas or balloon silk (the lightest
material available) with loops on two sides.
It's stretched over a horizontal pole, and its
loops are staked down on both sides. The
marquee style tent is popular where weight is

MARQUEE TENT

not a factor, because it has plenty of head
room. The baker tent is a favorite cold
weather tent because a campfire built in front
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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Letters should be sent to:
Patricia Hogan, KID-BITSEditor
Maine Fish and Wildlife Magazine
284 State Street, Sta. #41
Augusta, ME 04333

of it sends the warmth into the tent. Another
style tent is the geodesic dome style tent and
it's well liked because it is spacious and freestanding.

BAKER TENT

Think about ventilation when choosing
your tent. When you are camping in black fly
or mosquito season, be sure it is fitted with a
bobbinet or netting front. Whatever style you
choose, roll it carefully and pack it with poles
and stakes in its own bag so that it can be
pitc heel, as soon as you reach a campsite,
without unpacking the other duffle bags.
Never build a fire where there is a danger of
it spreading; choose bare soil near the bank of

a stream, or make a rough fireplace with dry
stones if that is possible. Or place the fire bet ween two green logs with their tops flattened
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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to make a good resting place for your pans. A .,
small grate placed over stones makes a good
surface for pans and the coffee pot. A crane
may also be rigged up, and the pots fastened
to it with hooks. Be certain to use green wood
for the crane so that it will not catch fire. A reflecting baker makes delicious baked goods
easy.
Where space and weight are not a factor, or
when one has access to a store, canned goods
are fine. Fresh meats, fruits, and vegetables
stored in an ice-packed cooler are great. But
where weight is a factor, there are many
freeze-dried foods available on the market
today; some of the newer types are quite tasty!
A first-aid kit is a must! Prepackaged firstaid kits are available, but you can assemble
your own. You will need gauze, bandages, iodine, adhesive tape, a rescue blanket, thread
and needle, fish hooks, and some aspirin.
A couple of villains that threaten comfort
are poison ivy and poison sumac. Poison ivy
takes many forms, from the tiny vine in the
grass to the large shrub; its leaves vary in
color, but may always be identified by the
three leaves in the group, as contrasted with
the five leaves of regular ivy. No one is immune to poison ivy all the time. He who escapes one time may succumb to it the next
time out. Baking soda or calamine lotion applied promptly can check the poison.
Poison sumac, with its big fruit clusters, is
more poisonous than the ivy. It is found in low
ground and has white berries - the bushes
grow to be quite large. Remedies are the same
as those for poison ivy.
Before heading out on your next trip, remember to make sure you tell someone where
you are going, and when you plan to return;
obey the laws and respect the rights of property owners. Remembering all of these things
will help you to have a safe and enjoyable trip.
7

. QUESTIONNAIRE

RESULTS

WHAT YOU TOLD US
W
.

'

E WOULD LIKE TO THANK the more than
200 people who answered our editorial
questionnaire that appeared in the Winter 1982 issue of Maine Fish and Wildlife. Although we
still receive an occasional one in the mail, they've
slowed down enough for us to tally them. These enable
us to keep in touch with our readers and learn more
about you and your ideas about the magazine and a
few other subjects.
In the order that the questions appeared in the questionnaire, here is a summary of the answers we
received:
The first question dealt with the number of people
who read each copy of Maine Fish and Wildlife, and
the age and sex breakdown of the readership. It turns
out that an average of about 31/2 people read an individual copy of the magazine. Age and sex groups, and
the percentages of the total, are as follows: males under
18 (10 percent), females under 18 (5 percent), males
19-39 (28 percent), females 19-39 (13 percent), males
40-65 (23 percent), females 40-65 (9 percent) males
over 65 (8 percent), females over 65 ( 4 percent).
Next, we were interested to know whether the magazine is used for school purposes. About one person in
every four who answered this question indicated that
the magazine was used in some way for school work,
and they further indicated that an average of about
two children use it - that use is almost evenly divided
between grades 4-8 and 9-12, with less use by children
in the elementary grades.
KID-BITS has been a regular feature of the magazine
for the past nine years, and in question three we were
interested in finding out how well it has been received.
Seventy percent of the returned questionnaires indicated that the KID-BITS feature was read regularly.
The remaining 30 percent left that question unanswered.
We've given some consideration to the possibility of
sponsoring a nature photography contest. Thirty-six
percent of the readers who answered the questionnaire
indicated that they would enter it; 27 percent were
unsure, and 37 percent had no interest in participating.
In the fifth questionnaire item, we asked whether
there were any aspects of the work of the department
that the reader would like to know more about.
Responses to this ranged from no answer to the other
extreme - a two-page letter! The subjects mentioned
were quite varied and not conducive to tabulation, but
by reading through them we can get a good idea about
the kinds of things readers are interested in seeing in
future issues.
Questions six and seven were related, dealing with
new subject matter that the magazine might broaden
its scope to include, and desired changes in the maga8

zine as it presently exists.
The clearest message that came out of responses to
these questions was that our readers are happy with
things the way they are now and don't want us to
change the magazine at all. Those who wanted broadened subject matter were in general agreement that
the change shouldn't go beyond Maine's natural history, environmental improvement, and nature-related
outdoor recreation.
In another related question, we asked the readers
what they thought we ought to try hardest to keep as it
is now in the magazine; i.e., what they like best about it.
Expressed in many different ways, the message that we
received from this question is that readers want a
magazine devoted almost entirely to Maine's fish and
wildlife and Maine fishing and hunting.
In this question, we were interested in knowing how
many readers gave gift subscriptions. Thirty-eight percent of the readers who sent in their questionnaire said
that they gave gift subscriptions.
Questions 10 and 11 dealt with proposed changes to
the magazine format, and also how to finance these
changes. The readers were evenly divided between
increasing the number of pages in each issue, publishing it more frequently, and increasing the use of color
illustrations. A little more than half of the respondents
thought these changes should be financed by an
increased subscription fee, while the remainder
thought that paid advertising in the magazine should
be allowed.
When readers were given several options concerning
changes in the annual report, 59 percent said they
would like us to maintain the annual report as is. While
28 percent would like us to shorten it, the remaining 13
percent was equally divided between lengthening and
eliminating it.
This question dealt with favorite outdoor activities.
Hunting was listed by 45 percent of the respondents as
their favorite activity; 32 percent said their favorite
was fishing. The remaining 13 percent was almost
evenly divided among camping, hiking, bird watching,
photography, canoeing, gardening, trapping, snowshoeing, and smaller numbers of many more, which
together we will call "all other".
The last question asked the readers if they would like
to see more "how-to" articles in the magazine; 73 percent said they would. Hunting and fishing were the two
favorites. Interest was also expressed in "how-to" articles on survival techniques, trapping, game preparation, camping, and managing land for wildlife.
Again, we would like to thank those of you who answered the editorial questionnaire. What you told us
will be most valuable in planning future issues of your
Maine Fish and Wildlife.
•
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In Hatchery
Or Habitat:

GUARDING
FISH
HEALTH

By Peter G. Walker
Fish Pathologist

''

Seldom does one encounter a blue-eyed
parasite! Yet such is the case on this
young striped bass. The critter riding on
the fish is a parasitic isopod crustacean
called Lironeca ova/is. The striper was one
of several hundred transferred from New
York's Hudson River estuary to Maine's
Kennebec River by our Department of Marine Resources in hopes of reestablishing
our own run of stripers. A close relative of
the terrestrial sowbug, Lironeca is a common parasite of striped bass along the
Atlantic coast.

HAT DO YOU DO for
a living?"
"I'm a fish patholo-

gist."
"Really! And what does a fish
pathologist do?"
In some ways, the most frequently
asked question is the most difficult
to answer. Maybe it's because fish
pathology is such an uncommon
profession. There are so few of us
around that practically no one has
any preconceived notions of what
our work is all about.
Fish pathology encompasses a
wide range of science, from fish culture and fishery biology to the various disciplines of microbiology. As
an employee of the Hatchery Division, my first duty is to look after
the health of the hundreds of thousands of salmon and trout in our
nine state fish hatcheries. If all is
going well, the major part of this
work involves monitoring fish
health and inspecting hatcheries to
make sure that disease-causing orMaine Fish and Wildlife-Summer

ganisms have not crept in. On occasion, however, trouble can break
out. When this happens, a quick and
accurate diagnosis could avert disaster.
A smaller but very interesting
part of the job involves the many
other fish health "events" that take
place in the course of a year.
Whether wild or domestic fish are
involved, each case calls for a bit of
detective work - never are two
cases quite the same. Within the
confines of these pages, I'll describe
just a few.

* * * * * *
1983

June 7, 1979
A man who owns a small trout
grow-out business in southern
Maine called the hatchery lab. His
first crop of brook trout was reaching marketable size, but many of the
fish had developed strange open
sores on their backs. I could not diagnose his problem over the telephone, but offered to help if he
would bring me some live specimens.
The man arrived in Augusta after
lunch. In a plastic bag were two
plump, 10-inch brook trout. Both
were missing narrow patches of
skin from the backs of their heads
to their dorsal fins. Their hides appeared to have lifted from beneath
and not to have been scraped off by
some wound.
Skin scrapings from around these
lesions failed to turn up any external parasites that might have
caused such a condition. So the
trout were sacrificed for internal
examinations. The first thing we
found was an extreme amount of
body fat surrounding the internal
organs. In fact, there was so much
fat in these trout that we could not
see their stomachs and upper intestines at all!
9

"What have you been feeding
these fish?" I asked.
"Well, I haven't been able to get
trout pellets. So I've been giving
them catfish pellets that the feed
store ordered for me."
There lay the likely cause of the
problem. The nutritional requirements of trout and catfish are very
different. Commercial feeds for catfish contain more carbohydrates
and less protein than do trout
pellets. The brook trout on the catfish diet were building lots of body
fat while suffering from other imbalances. The trout grower was advised of some sources of fish feeds.

ROGUE'S
GALLERY

July 1, 1979
I received a note from the trout
grower. He reported that, since
switching to a trout formula, the
skin had begun to grow back on
most of the afflicted trout. In fact,
he had lost only one fish. Poor nutrition was indeed the cause of his
fish health problem.
* * * * * *
March 28, 1980
Since the beginning of our efforts
to crack down on the illegal importation of live bait fish, we have
learned a great deal, not just about
the bait fish industry, but about the
actual dangers posed by the fish
themselves. When each confiscation
is made, the fish are impounded at
an undisclosed location and kept
alive until the courts allow us to
destroy them. It is my job to examine this bait.
The first arrest occurred in January of 1979 and resulted in a conviction. On February 8, 1980, another
Maine bait dealer was caught crossing the border from New Hampshire
with his car literally loaded with live
shiners. The fish were carefully inventoried before being impounded.
An initial inspection of the main
species, golden shiners, indicated
that these fish probably originated
in the South. Their growth pattern
(revealed by reading their scales),
levels of sexual maturity, and parasites were all characteristic of the
shiners grown on huge minnow
10

3

4

1) Bane of both aquarists and trout culturists, the protozoan parasite /chthyophthirius multifiliis ("lch" for short) is large
enough to be seen without a microscope.
Outbreaks such as the one that plagued
the Palermo Rearing Station's brook trout
in the summer of 1979 require long series
of treatments with chemicals to avoid excessive losses. 2) The microscopic protozoan Glugea hertw1gi is responsible for
the grotesque white cysts in this smelt.
Widespread in Maine smelt populations,
Gluoee has been implicated in smelt dieoffs in some parts of North America, and
may very well affect Maine populations
similarly. Recent research in Massachusetts led to a method of preventing the
transmission of the parasite on smelt eggs.
Photo by Rick Jordan. 3) The clinical
signs in dead white perch that became impinged on the outlet screen at Messalonskee Lake in March of 1979 indicated death
from a bacterial infection. Yet standard laboratory techniques for bacterial isolation
failed to identify the organism. Histopathologist Charlie Smith of the United
States Fish & Wildlife Service diagnosed a
bacterial enteritis (intestinal infection)
from samples sent to his Boseman, Montana lab, but the causative agent was
never identified
4) Maine fishes in many
localities are hosts to tiny trematode worm
larvae which cause a condition known as
"black spot" This beleaguered golden
shiner from Hoyt Brook in Winthrop is literally plastered with the parasites (in this
case, probably Crassiphiala bulboglossa).
Adult worms from this group parasitize
fish-eating birds. Intermediate hosts in the
worm's life cycle include first a snail, then
a fish 5) One of the words fish hatcherymen least want to hear is "furunculosis"
This bacterial disease is one of the most
serious problems a salmonid culturist can
face. Maine hatcheries have suffered outbreaks from time to time; the stations at
Enfield, Casco, and Grand Lake Stream
were all stricken during the 1970s In each
of these cases, furunculosis was successfully eradicated by disinfecting the entire
facility and installing ultra-violet light
treatment machines in the in-coming
water lines Pictured is a yearling salmon
from Enfield displaying two common
symptoms: an open sore and bloody fluid
from the vent. 6) Anglers often inquire
about these large off-white "bugs" on
brook trout gills. These parasites, commonly known as trout lice, are copepod
crustaceans (Salmincola edwardsii) that
are widely distributed in Maine trout populations Although rarely numerous enough
to cause serious problems in wild fish,
they can be devastating to hatchery populations.
This adult brook trout from the
display pool at Dry Mills Hatchery carries
a massive infestation of the rice-sized parasites.
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rear guard action sometimes referred to in the press as "the Bait
Wars," we are sadly starting to see
some of the things we warned about
become reality. The roundworm
Capillaria. has begun to show up in
native minnows in a number of locations around the state. A far
more dangerous exotic parasite, the
Asian tapeworm, was recently
found in a shiner presumed to have
come from the South. Equally ominous is the appearance of no less
than five new species of fishes in
Maine waters in the past six years.
Of these, at least three almost certainly arrived via bait smugglers.
On a brighter note, the supply of
home-grown live bait was greatly
increased in the winter of 1983.
Local suppliers, spurred by increased demand and higher prices,
have harvested many more wild
minnows than ever before. In addition, we are now seeing the beginnings of a minnow farming industry
in Maine. A number of small ponds
have been constructed, and existing
farm ponds have been pressed into
service. We look forward to the day
when there will be no incentive to
smuggle live bait into the state of
Maine.

farms in the Arkansas/Missouri
area. Of particular concern were
the parasites, two of which were not
known to exist in Maine at that
time. Virtually every one of the
golden shiners was carrying roundworm parasites known as Capill aria catostomi. These worms

cause a debilitating intestinal sickness in several species of fish. In
addition, some of the larger female
shiners carried a tiny protozoan
called Pleistophora ooariae. This
organism gradually destroys the
ovaries of its host and th us renders
the fish sterile.
Of even greater significance was
the other species of fish in this
sh ipmcnt Two of the plastic bags of
fish found in the car were filled with
emerald shiners which we had
reason to believe originated in the
Great Lakes. The emerald shiners
t hernsclves are not native to Maine,
although they have recently become
established in at least two locations
as the result of smuggling. In
addition, wild-caught bait fish
shipments frequently contain
numbers of other fish species that
were present in the same
environment. Therefore, there is a
risk of inadvertently introducing
new species into our waters with
each hag of emerald shiners that is
brought in. After impounding the
shiners, our people go on the
lookout for "hitchhikers" in the
crowd. It is a bit like looking for a
needle in a haystack, but every once
in a while someone may spot a
different-appearing fish and save it
out for me to identify.
As it turned out, only a few creek
chubs - a native Maine species were found in the confiscated shipment. An emerald shiner shipment
that the wardens brought in about a
month later demonstrated just how
real these dangers are. Amongst the
omeralds were at least eight other
fish species, including three that
have' never been found in Maine!

* * * * * *
May 6, 1980
Regional Fishery Biologist Denny
McNeish notified me in the afternoon that a fish kill had occurred in
Moose Hill Pond in the town of Livermore Falls. Denny made an onsite investigation and found just
two dead smallmouth bass. The
specimens were too decomposed to
be of much value. However, since
the die-off appeared to have been of
limited magnitude, he concluded
that there was little reason for concern.
May 21, 1980
A concerned angler reported to
Denny McNeish that the bass were
once again dying in Moose Hill Pond.
This time, both Denny and I went to
the scene to investigate. We found
many dead smallmouths scattered

March 27, 1983
After several years of fighting the
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around the 99-acre water supply
pond. In addition, through the clear
water we could see many other live
bass in obvious distress. Many had
grayish discolored patches on their
sides and a few displayed the telltale cottony patches of fungus infections.
It was the beginning of the smallmouth bass spawning season. We
found many nests along the shore,
but only a handful were occupied by
male bass. In only two nests could
we find depositions of eggs. Around
rock piles were numbers of tiny
yearling bass and redbreast sunfish. Some of these appeared to be
sick also, but many others acted
lively and alert.
With a dipnet, we were able to
collect a number of affected bass
and sunfish. They were taken back
to the laboratory for autopsy. A microscopic examination of skin
scrapings from around the lesions
revealed the cause of the problem.
The Moose Hill Pond bass were
heavily infested by a tiny protozoan
parasite called Trichodina. This
single-celled animal, which looks for
all the world like an animated scrub
brush, makes its living by grazing on
the outer surfaces of host fish.
Under most conditions in the wild,
it lives in balance with its host - a
mere pest that the fish tolerates.
But in this case, the parasite had
achieved epidemic proportions.
The Moose Hill Pond bass epidemic seemed to be influenced by
several factors. For one thing, the
bass population was very large.
Since the species was introduced in
1958, department biologists had
watched the smallmouths of Moose
Hill Pond multiply to the point of
becoming stunted. Perhaps this
ove.rcrowding, in combination with
the stress of spawning, led to a situation favoring a disease outbreak.
It may have been Mother Nature's
way of correcting a population imbalance. At any rate, the die-off was
strictly a fish health problem, with
no cause for alarm by the Livermore
Falls residents who were served by
the water supply pond.
•
11

Nearly 20 Years Later ...

SEBAGO'S FUTURE STILL BRIGHT!

''Sebago Lake has long been
known as the home of the landlocked salmon. Girardfirst described the landlocked salmon as a
separate species in 1852from collections he made in Sebago Lake.
Since that time, it has been determined that Atlantic salmon and
landlocked salmon are the same
species; they differ only in the respect that one i nhabits the sea, the
other our inland lakes.
"During the 1800s and early
1900s, many exceptionally large
salmon were caught from Sebago
Lake. There are reports of salmon
weighing as much as 35 pounds
being captured during their
spawning runs. The world record
landlocked salmon, measuring 38
inches and weighing 22112 pounds,
was caught with rod and reel in
Sebago Lake by Edward Blakely in
1907.
"Between 1920 and 1957, salmon
fishing at Sebago Lake remained
satisfactory although the average
size of the salmon was somewhat
12

less than it had been in the years
before 1920.
"Before 1957, the Sebago Lake
salmon population had withstood
the detrimental actions of man
quite well. Needed spawning areas
had been cut off by the building of
dams on the tributaries of Sebago
Lake during the 1800s. The spearing of adult salmon as they ascended the tributaries to spawn had
also taken a heavy toll of adult fish
until proper laws were enacted for
their protection. With increasing
fishing pressure on the lake, a
larger and larger number of salmon were being caught annually. In
recent years another problem appeqred - the spraying of DDT
along the Sebago Lake shorelines
and tributaries to control insect
pests.''

HAT WAS THE INTRODUCTION to an article
entitled "Sebago's
Bright Future" published in the Fall

1966 issue of Maine Fish and Game
Magazine. Seventeen years have
passed since that article was published, and much has happened at
Sebago - some disappointments,
but mostly successes; today, we
firmly believe that Sebago's future is
as bright as ever. Thousands of
hours have been invested in. studies
at Sebago, and as a result of that
investment, millions of hours of recreational opportunity have been
provided to people who come from
the world over to fish Sebago Lake
for landlocked salmon.
The recovery from the DDT era
has been a success story in itself.
DDT, although still present in the
Sebago Lake ecosystem, continues
to decline from its high in 1965 to
its current low in 1982. The lessons
learned from this experience have
been invaluable. All spraying of DDT
around Sebago ended in 1963 - but
nearly 20 years later, the consequences are still with us. Today, few
would agree that the benefits derived from using such chemicals as
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Figure 1. DDT Content of
Salmon in Sebago Lake,
1965 through 1982
(graphed in parts per
million).

DDT were worth the high costs and
consequences that resulted.
With the DDT era behind us, the
hard work of rebuilding the fish
populations in Sebago began. The
smelt population was revived, and
growth of the landlocks responded
accordingly - in the late 60s and
early 70s, salmon growth exceeded
the first available records (from
1957). Everyone was enthusiastic
and excited over the fact that
Sebago fishing had recovered and
was better than ever. But that success was not to last very long.
Because of the abundant smelt
population and record growth of
salmon, fishing pressure began to
build and large numbers of salmon
were removed from the lake. To
slow down the harvest and to protect the spawning stocks in the lake,
a longer ( 17-inch) length limit was
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imposed. Also, in an attempt to
offset some of the angling pressure
on salmon and to take advantage of
Sebago's vast volume of deep cold
water, lake trout from a deepdwelling strain from the Finger
Lakes in New York State were in-

troduced in 1972. Little did anyone
realize that this introduction was
going to be so successful. The survival of these stocked fish was even
greater than expected, and they
began to erode the smelt population. Biologists were than faced with
a large population of salmon AND a
large population of lake trout, all
feeding on essentially one source the smelt. As a result, the smelt
population declined noticeably.
Growth and condition of the salmon
dropped off sharply (see Figure 2)
from a record high down to the
near record lows recorded during
the DDT era, only this time for a different reason.
The A VERA GE salmon caught
during 1980 and 1981 spawning
runs were 3 pounds 12 ounces and
3 pounds 15 ounces, respectively; in
addition, lake trout averaged 6
pounds 7 ounces and 7 pounds 11
ounces during the same years. With
fish like these appearing in the
catch, it didn't seem to matter
whether everyone caught a fish,

Members of the Sokokis Chapter of
Trout Unlimited donated the creel survey
boxes at Sebago Lake, and the group
also tends the boxes, resupplying them
with blanks and turning those which
have been filled in over to the department
for analysis.

The number of vehicles, especially empty
boat trailers, in this lakeside parking area is
a graphic example of the am.oun~ of
pressure Sebago Lake is experiencing
already this season.
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anglers in 1982. The normal ice-out
at Sebago usually occurs early in
April, but the 1982 season never got
underway until late April due to a
late ice-out. Had we had a normal
ice-out, we might have exceeded
80,000 angler trips at Sebago in
1982.

The author checking out a Sebago catch
One analysis done is that of stomach
contents, here accomplished by inserting a
plastic tube into the stomach to collect a
sample, much the same process as a
geologic test boring of soil. The core
sample contains a representative crosssection of the creature's diet without the
necessity of opening up the fish.

ed and hopefully protect them long
enough to allow them to spawn at
least once. Growth was so good,
however, that salmon stocked as
seven- to eight-inch fish were growing to 18+ inches in about a yearand-a-half at large, thus becoming
vulnerable to the fishery approximately one year after being released. The 16-inch limit did little to
protect the salmon long enough to
spawn in the rivers.
With tens of thousands of people
now beginning to fish the lake, angling pressure began to be of great
concern to management biologists.
25
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Figure 2. Average Length

of Age 4 Salmon, Jordan
River Spawning Run, 1957
through 1982.
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only that such fish were in the lake
and that someone was catching
them. This was all that most people
needed to spur their hopes of possibly catching one themselves.
Word spread quickly about
Sebago Lake - it wasn't long before
the fabulous success story was wellpublicized. With the buildup in fishing pressure beginning and harvest
levels again increasing, a 16-inch
length limit was imposed to help
keep young fish from being exploit14

Publicity and promotion was appearing in most newspapers and
magazines throughout Maine - the
news even spread beyond our
borders to reach several national
periodicals! Not only was Sebago
Lake being promoted generally, but
the gear to use, the techniques to
use, and the places to go all became
well-known. Sebago's landlocks became the victims. We saw the fishing pressure mount from 39,000
recorded in 1976 to just over 71 ,000

IOLOGISTS IN REGION
A returned to the
drawing boards and planned immediate steps to again revive the
sm.rlt population. The lake and tributaries were closed to the dipping
of smelts. The length limit on salmon was reduced from 17 to 14
inches. Salmon stocking rates were
cut back, and lake trout stocking
was stopped completely for a period
of time.
Through this experience, another
valuable lesson was learned. We saw
how fragile the smelt population is
in Sebago, and how easily it can be
depressed by over-stocking and
building up the populations of fish
beyond levels which the lake system
can sustain. We also learned of the
resiliency of the smelt - how
quickly the smelt population can be
revived once it is depressed.
By reacting quickly and in time,
we saw fishing at Sebago again respond and return to even greater
success in 1980 and 1981, far surpassing all expectations. The
numbers and sizes of landlocked
salmon coming from Sebago were
beyond many people's wildest expectations. Hundreds of salmon exceeding the five- and six-pound
mark were taken. It became so
common to see a five- or six-pound
salmon that people began to either
expect it or take the new success
for granted. A taxidermist said,
"these people don't realize what
they have - this can never last it's only once in a lifetime that people get such an opportunity and
experience - all those trophy fish
should be mounted and displayed,
but only a few will ever cherish this
experience enough to do so." He
spoke the truth.
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This craft is equipped
with downriggers just one of the literally hundreds of
products available which increase angler
efficiency. The increased efficiency
combines with the increased number of
anglers to create a two-fold pressure on
Sebago Lake fish populations.

S

0 NOW MANAGEMENT
BIOLOGISTS are
faced with yet another dilemma how to deal with the ever-increasing
amount of fishing pressure being
exerted on Sebago's resources. With

the new fancy rods, reels, lures,
down-riggers, boats, motors,
temperature gauges, sonar equipment, etc., fishermen have become
very scientific and much more efficient at their sport. What do we do
and how do we handle this very
complex issue? We know that
Sebago Lake has its limits. Did we
already exceed those limits in 1982?
We saw some ominous signs that
maybe we had. In the 1982 spawning run in the Jordan River, 91 percent of the fish captured were only
two and three years old with less

80

Figure 3. Estimated
Number of Fishing Trips
During Open Water
Season, Sebago Lake.
(Note: cross-hatch area
represents the projected
1982 total had the ice-out
been normal, rather than
much later as experienced.)
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1982

than 10 percent of the fish representing the older age classes. The
largest fish captured was only
slightly over four pounds, and the
average size was only 1 pound 12
ounces - a dramatic decline from
the average 3 pound 12 ounces and
3 pound 15 ounces for fish captured
in 1980 and 1981.
Well, it's back again to the drawing board to seek yet more solutions
for yet another problem. Maybe my
taxidermist friend was right: "this is
a once in a lifetime experience ... "
I'd like to think not. Every problem
must have a solution - this one is
no different. Lake trout are still performing well, with fish being taken
up to 18 pounds. They are beginning
to spawn naturally in the lake, and
should be able to become selfsustaining. As for the landlocked
salmon, harvests will have to be reduced.
Management biologists will be
working on solutions to this complex issue in the coming days. It will
have to center around the philosophy of not limiting what you
catch, but rather what you kill. We
have to come to realize that we
don't have to take home every fish
we catch. We have to be willing to
release some of those trophy
catches. We have to begin to set our
own personal limits, and they are
far more conservative than what is
"legally" allowed. We must become
intolerant of the poacher and lawbreaker who abuse our resources by
taking multiple limits of fish each
day, keeping everything and anything he can catch regardless of size
and numbers.
We want to provide as much opportunity as possible for the sporting public to enjoy. But we must all
wosk together to help conserve it.
Whether or not we can ever again
equal or surpass the phenomenon
we all witnessed in 1980 and 1981
or ever see another world record
landlocked salmon at Sebago remains to be seen. But fishery personnel will be doing everything
possible to make sure Sebago Lake's
future does indeed remain bright.
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By Alan E. Hutchinson
Assistant Migratory Bird Research Leader

Photos by the author
ID YOU REALIZE that as
recently as 1976, Portland was the second
largest oil receiving port on the entire East Coast of the United States,
surpassed in the volume of petroleum handled only by Baltimore?
This ranking has changed in recent
years, but Portland remains a major
port (the largest north of Boston),
handling more than 85 million barrels in 1979.
Petroleum handling ports of various sizes are found along the entire length of the Maine coast. As a
general rule, they are more n umerous and larger along the western
half of the coast. Tanker traffic and
oil storage and handling facilities
reach their greatest concentration
in the Fore River section of Portland
harbor. But upper Penobscot Bay
(particularly around Searsport), the
Penobscot River up to Bangor, the
Piscataqua River on the New Hampshire border, and the waters of
Casco Bay (adjacent to Portland
16

harbor) also handle large volumes
of petroleum.
The volume of oil handled and the
large number of transfers taking
place make oil spills inevitable. Records indicate that most spills are
relatively small; in total volume,
however, they account for a large
percentage of the oil spilled into
Maine's waters. Nevertheless, it's the
large "catastrophic" spill that holds
the greatest concern for the people
of Maine. Several such spills have
occurred, including: the tanker
NORTHERN GULF (1,000,000 gallons, Portland harbor, 1963); the
tanker TAMANO (up to 578,000 gallons, Portland harbor, 1972); the
tanker HAROLD REINAUER (23,000
gallons, Portland harbor, 1978); the
tanker NEW CONCORD (28,000 gallons, Piscataqua River, 1980); and
the tanker CHRISTIAN REINAUER
( 100,000 gallons, Penobscot Bay,
1980).
As well as handling large volumes
of oil, Maine's coastal waters are a

highly productive biological environment. Maine's coast is on the
boundary of two distinct biological
regions: the Boreal, or Canadian,
Zone to the north and the Austial,
or Northern Temperate, Zone to the
south. As a result, this area is the
southern limit of many northern
species as well as the northern limit
of many southern species. This overlap creates an extremely varied and
unique assembly of wildlife.
The overall picture that emerges
of the Maine coast is one of a major
petroleum handling system superimposed on a complex marine ecosystem. The common assumption in
today's world is that these two systems are incompatible - that the
presence of the former will automatically lead to the degradation of
the latter. This may be true, particularly if both the industrial and the
biological resources are managed
carelessly or not at all. But a basic
assumption must be made that,
with responsible operation of the
petroleum industry and with adequate knowledge and responsible
management of the wildlife resource, the two systems can coexist,
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and adverse impacts can be minimized or prevented.
As of 1979, comprehensive, yearround information describing the
types, numbers, and locations of
wildlife on Maine's coast was nonexistent! This basic inventory data
was needed for sound management
decisions, particularly in the event
of an oil spill, but had never been
collected because of the high cost of
such a large, complex task. Some
populations had been surveyed in
the past: colonial-nesting seabirds
in 1977; heron nesting colonies in
1975; wintering waterfowl counts
annually since 1954; and eagle nest
sites since the mid- 70s. But what
about waterfowl migration staging
areas? Or the location of molting
flocks of eiders? Or shorebird feeding and roost sites? Or seal haul-out
sites? Or heron feeding areas? Or
osprey nesting sites? And on and on
and on ...
With the purpose of obtaining
these basic data on the seasonal
abundance and distribution of
Maine's marine wildlife, the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, in cooperation with the
Departments of Environmental Protection and Marine Resources,
began, in 1980, a major inventory
project. The objectives were: 1) to
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Hurricane

Island

and the surrounding

bay area -

document, seasonally, the abundance and distribution of Maine's
marine birds and seals; 2) to determine the locations used by concentrations of marine wildlife; and 3) to
develop protection priorities for
these areas and their wildlife, primarily in the event of an oil spill.

Male and female eider ducks,
common to
the coast of Maine and thus especially
close to, and affected by, oil spills.

1983

miles of vulnerable

shoreline.

HE COAST OF MAINE
has more than 2,500
miles of shoreline and more than
3,500 islands and ledges. Because
this is just too large an area to inventory at one time, the coast is
being inventoried in segments.
Casco Bay, including Portland harbor, was completed in 1981.
Sheepscot Bay and the Kennebec
River region were completed in December 1982. The third area, Mus-
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One of the many maps which have been
prepared of the 600-square-mile Casco
Bay area, maps which delineate the areas
where marine wildlife is concentrated.

congus Bay, bounded by Pemaquid
Point on the west and Owls Head on
the east, is scheduled for completion in 1983.
The information for these inventories is collected by biologists during aerial surveys, flying at an
altitude of only a few hundred feet.
For each section of the coast, flights
are made every four weeks for a full
year. All sightings of seals and marine birds are noted and mapped.
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On-the-ground surveys are also
done to verify the aerial data and to
inventory the colonial-nesting seabirds on the islands. After several
flights, certain spots on the map
start to become crowded with
notes, and you know you've pinpointed an important location for
wildlife.
After a full year of flights, these
important locations become very
obvious; ultimately, a seasonal pattern emerges. This information is
then formally mapped and the data
organized for use by oil spill response teams. Using this information, cleanup and protection efforts
can be directed at the most important sites first.
As an illustration of the knowledge gained by this work, the following example is given: through the

inventory of the 600-square-mile
Casco Bay area, we learned that the
marine wildlife concentrated in 147
areas-areas that are now documented and mapped. In fact, these
147 areas contained nearly 99 percent of all the marine wildlife observed, yet comprised less than 30
percent of the total 600-square-mile
area. The important point is that a
large percentage of the resource is
supported by only a small percentage of the habitat. This becomes
even more apparent when only the
m st important areas are examined. For example, when the 10
most important concentration
areas are evaluated, we see that less
than two percent of the entire survey area is responsible for supporting nearly a third of all the wildlife.
That's the kind of information we
need to keep our coastal wildlife
populations up to par. This information enables us to get to the.most
critical locations in case of an oil
spill. But it also does much, much
more. We now have basic data from
which to measure any future
changes in marine wildlife populations. We also acquire data needed
to compare the relative value of
areas, and thereby make sound decisions on land acquisition and
management. Additionally, through
the basic ecological insights we've
gained, we begin to understand
what controls the seasonal dynamics and distribution of Maine's marine wildlife.
It's hoped that funding will be
available to continue this project, at
least until the coastline from the
New Hampshire border through Penobscot Bay is inventoried. This is
the coastal section undergoing the
greatest pressures from development; it also includes the largest
petroleum ports. Thus, it is the section requiring the best inventory information and most intensive
management.
Reports describing the findings of
this study will be available upon
completion from the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife in
Augusta.
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By Alan E. Hutchinson
Assistant Migratory Bird Research Leader

Photo by the author
HE ATLANTIC BRANT nests in the high
Arctic, winters primarily south of Cape
Cod, migrates overland along the Hudson
River in the fall and in the spring, reportedly travels far
offshore, crossing the gulf of Maine in a nonstop flight
from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia. Sightings of brant in
Maine are largely limited to flocks feeding on the mud
flats of Lubec in the spring. These birds have generally
been considered to be strays from the flocks making
landfall on Nova Scotia. So, you ask, why should we
have much interest in a bird that hardly bothers to visit
the great state of Maine?
The answer is that brant do visit Maine and in substantial numbers - a fact unknown until just recently.
They are found, during spring migration, on some of
Maine's most inaccessible offshore islands -this is during the time of our most severe weather, in late winter
and early spring. This explains why it has taken so long
to document their presence in Maine.
Preliminary information indicates that brant begin
appearing in Maine by early February - a few linger to
mid-June. Most flocks number fewer than 200 brant,
with the largest of recent record totalling about 1,000

T
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birds. Past records, however, mention "thousands" seen
in Lubec.
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has undertaken a study to determine just how
many brant are using the islands, and to find out what
islands are being used and how important they are to
brant. It's possible that a substantial segment of the
Atlantic Flyway's brant population is migrating along
Maine's coast. It's also possible that the birds are quite
dependent on a limited number of islands for food and
resting sites before making their long journey to the
nesting grounds.
Brant are one of the most northerly nesters of all waterfowl species. Often, upon arrival at their nesting
sites, the ground is still covered with snow and ice and
food is very scarce. The climate in which they nest is so
harsh that in some years the snow and ice doesn't melt
in time for nesting to take place; therefore, few if any
young are produced. A year or two of such severe conditions causes drastic declines in their numbers. It's
most important, then, that brant arrive at their breeding grounds in top physical shape. Maine's islands may
play a major role in accomplishing that.
An understanding of the needs of brant in Maine will
aid in their flyway-wide management and will help assure a strong population. Results of the current studies
will appear in future issues of this magazine.
•
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"Lydia" and her twin calves.

"MY FAIR FE

ES"

By W. Alan Crossley
Graduate Assistant, Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit

Photos by the author
HAVE SPENT the past
two years of my life intimately involved with
six fair females. I drove all the way
from Missouri, rowed across lakes,
struggled through bogs, endured
hordes of blackflies, and ate canned
stew-all for the sake of these beauties. What, you may ask, could
women have that could drive a man
to such lengths?
As you may have guessed, these
are no ordinary women. A couple
of them are famous television stars,
having made a guest appearance on
"Wild Kingdom". All six of them are
fashion models, wearing the latest
in fine designer jewelry. Most people
just call them moose, Alces alces
americana. I prefer to call them
Patty, Kate, Keturah, Lydia,
Angeline, and Jubilee.

I
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My romances began in the fall of
1980 upon my arrival at the
University of Maine at Orono. I had
come to do research on some aspect
of moose ecology for my master's
degree. Dr. James R. Gilbert (my
advisor); Karen Morris and Dr.
Chester Banasiak, big game
biologists for the state of Maine; Dr.
Jim Sherburne, leader of the Maine
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit;
and I got together and plotted
strategy.
Karen was interested in looking
at the summer pond use activities
of moose, particularly that of cows
with calves. Because of the difficulty
in counting moose during the
winter (a technique commonly used
in other areas of the North
American moose range where the
habitat is not so dense), a summer

pond survey was just being
initiated. This survey was designed
to look at the cow I calf ratio from
year to year as an index to
reproduction. Karen thought that
any information we could gather on
the seasonal patterns of pond use
could be used to fine-tune the survey. This information would also be
of interest to the thousands of
moose watchers across the state
(see "With Camera And Binoculars,"
Maine Fish and Wildlife, Spring
1983). In addition, we were interested in where moose go when they
are not in ponds, what types of habitat they use, and the sizes of the
areas they are using.
The study area is located in
northern Maine in an area of active
logging and abundant lakes. The
size and closeness of the lakes pro-
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vided a perfect place to collect the
observations that we needed to do
the study. The ponds are shallow
and full of aquatic vegetation. The
presence of aquatic vegetation is of
primary importance, for this is the
main reason moose are corning to
the ponds. The silty bottom made
this a perfect place to try our capture technique.

OHOWDOYOUCATCH
a moose? The capture
system was developed by Francis
Dunn of the Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (see
"The New Look in Moose", Maine
Fish and Game, Spring 1970). The
system utilizes a 12-foot aluminum
V-hull boat, a 6 h.p. motor, some
half-inch nylon rope, and a 12-foot
set pole. A noose is formed in the
rope by the use of a quick-release
Honda snap (see illustration). The
noose is then taped to the end of
the pole with masking tape. The
rope feeds through two pulleys located along the inside of the boat.

S

These pulleys make it easy for us to
pull the boat up to the moose once
we have noosed it. (This technique
should not be attempted by anyone
without a special collection permit,
as it is both dangerous and illegal).
We usually begin our day in the
pre-dawn light, quietly slapping
blackflies and midges. The boat and
capture gear were rigged the day
before and are moored out of sight.
Patience is the name of the game.
We must wait for a moose to enter
the pond and get far enough out in
the water so that it is swimming
while feeding. The success of this
technique depends on our ability to
cut the animal away from shore and
into deep water where she cannot
get solid footing.
Once she is in position, we slip silently to the boat. The motor is
started when she dips her head underwater to feed. We idle slowly toward her, making no sudden
movements. If the wind is in our
favor, we can get very close to her
before she spooks. By the time she
realizes what we are doing, it is too

late. I reach out with the long pole
and slip the noose around her neck
Once the noose is in place, the
pole is pulled away from the rope
and the stern man pulls in the
slack. A knot tied in the rope at 38
inches prevents the noose from closing tightly around the neck of the
animal.
•
Now comes the jewelry. A onepound transmitter, on a colorcoded collar, is placed around the
animal's neck. It is adjusted loosely
to allow for growth, yet snugly
enough to prevent it from falling off.
The collar is buckled into place
using a two-inch draft horse harness buckle. Each animal has a
unique radio frequency which
distinguishes it from the others. The
transmitter's large size gives us the
opportunity to monitor an animal
for up to three or four years.
Next come the earrings. A large,
color-coded, nylon cattle tag is
placed in each ear. The unique
number on each tag will aid in the
identification of the animal should
the collar fall off.

Left, Rusty Dyke (my technician)
using telemetry receiver and antennae to locate moose.
Below, "Keturah" after being collared on a foggy morning in June.

Once the jewelry is in place, the
Honda snap is released, the noose
falls away from the cow, and she
swims away. We follow behind her,
making sure she gets back to shore
near where she was first seen. This
ensures that she makes it to shore
safely and that she is reunited with
her calf, should she have one
nearby.

E TRY TO LOCATE the
collared cows daily.
Most of the relocations are obtained
from the ground, although winter
ranges were determined from aerial
relocations. The six cows were located 543 times during the two
summers and one winter we
worked. A small hand-held antenna
is used in conjunction with a receiver and headphones to locate an
animal. The frequency of an individual transmitter is tuned in on

W
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the receiver. The antenna is swung
in an ever-decreasing arc until the
point at which the signal is the
loudest is reached. A compass bearing is taken at that point, as well as
from a second such point on a different part of the study area. These
two bearings are plotted on a map,
their intersection representing the
location of the moose.
The home range of each moose is
then determined by measuring the
area of a figure formed by connect-

Moose Research Project Leader Karen
Morris in the midst of a "collaring session."

ing the outermost radio locations.
The average summer home range of
the six cows was 10 to 13 square
miles. The home range during the
winter of 1981-82 averaged 0.5 to 1.0
square miles. The deep snow of that
winter obviously restricted the
movement of the moose to a small
area. Mild winters such as 1982-83
permit moose to move around
more; it allows them a larger home
range.
Radio telemetry showed us that
cows also use a small home rangeless than one square mile-during
late May and early June. This corresponds to the calving period. Having been bred in September during
the peak of the rut, most cows will
give birth in late May, about 240 to
246 days after breeding. They typically pick secluded, well-vegetated
sites in which to give birth. The limited mobility of the calf during the
first few days of life prompts the
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Noose and noose pole arrangement,
including
a detail drawing of the quickrelease Honda snap. Artwork by the author.

cow to remain in a small area. By
mid-June, the cow and calf are once
again on the move and using the full
extent of their range.
All six cows had calves during the
study. Lydia had twins both years,
while Kate had twins in 1982. Angeline had a single calf both years,
while the other three had just one
calf each. Calves weigh between 26
and 32 pounds at birth. They grow
at a rate of two to three pounds
·each day-by autumn, they weigh
close to 300 pounds!
Telemetry allowed the intimacy of
my relationships with these cows to
blossom. It wasn't long before I
could pretty well guess where they
would be. Having radios on the
animals gave me a unique opportunity to walk up on an individualor vica versa. One time in
particular, I was monitoring Lydia.
The signal was very loud (suggesting
that she was very close). My head
was down adjusting the volume
control, and with the headphones
on, I could not hear what was
crashing through the woods in front
of me. When I looked up, I was
nose-to-nose with Lydia and her
two calves. We took off running in
opposite directions, our hearts
pounding wildly (mine, at least').
Habitat use is determined by plotting each moose location on a cover
type map. The cover type, as well as
the distance from water, is recorded
for each location. These are then
tallied by type to determine which
habitats are being used. A habitat
type is typically considered preferred if it is used proportionally
more than what is available. For
example, if a moose was relocated
in hardwood stands 30 percent of
the time, yet hardwoods only made

up 15 percent of the habitat in the
area, we would consider hardwood
areas preferred habitat. However, if
moose were found in hardwoods
only two percent of the time, we
would consider moose to be avoiding hardwoods.
In this study, sources of water
(lakes, ponds, beaver flows, brooks)
and open bogs were preferred habitat during the summer. Young and
second-growth stands of softwood
were also preferred. Moose seemed
to avoid mature softwood and
hardwood stands, as well as mature
and second-growth hardwooddominated softwood. Mature stands
provide little in the way of browse
for moose. Their favorite summer
foods are more easily reached in the
young and second-growth stands.

T

HE OBSERVATION
DATA provided some

interesting insights into pond use
behavior. Moose come to the ponds
primarily to feed on the aquatic
vegetation. Terrestrial browse still
makes up 70 to 90 percent of the
summer diet of moose, however.
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More than 800 moose were seen
during 1,120 hours of observation.
Date, time of arrival and departure,
length of stay, sex, and weather
condition were recorded for each
observation.
Moose in general tended to use
the ponds in the early morning (5 to
8 a.m.) and late evening to (5 to 9
p.m.). July proved to be the best
month to see moose; August was
the worst. The most interesting observation was that cows with calves
dominated the scene in early September. This observation was totally
unexpected. No other researchers
of the North American moose have
reported such an observation, yet I
saw it two years in a row. This finding should shed new light on the
state's aerial cow-calf surveys and
rn ag.help to increase the precision
of the ratio estimates.
Despite the occasional blackfly,
the time and effort during these
past two years has been more than
worthwile. I thoroughly enjoyed my
relationships with these fair females. Together, we hopefully will
have contributed to a better understanding, and more effective management, of the Maine moose.
•
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Maine's Sporting Past

DIGGING
ANSWERS

FOR

The Maine State Historic
Preservation Commission
has participated in, or
provided :fu.nding for,
several dozen archaeological excavations in
Maine during the past
decade. Some of the
ftndtngs have revealed
much about the hunting
and fishing of centuries

ago.
By Arthur E. Spiess
Right, a typical dig site. The square holes in
the ground, rather unexciting in themselves,
frequently yield to the patient diggers items
such as this jawbone of a white-tailed deer
(below). Photos courtesy of Maine Historic
Preservation Commission.

The author is an archaeologist with the Maine State Historic
Preservation Commission. His research centers on Indians in
Maine, and specifically on ways in which Maine's earliest
"residents" earned their livings.
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HE NEXT TIME YOU ARE "ON STAND",
listening for a twig to break on the deer
path in front of you, think of the scores of
men who have hunted the same spot before. Maine has
been inhabited for about the last 11,000 years, since
shortly after the icecap broke into pieces and melted
away. It is certain that every acre has been trodden
many times.
The big pine that you lean against certainly hasn't
been there long, two hundred years if it is exceptional.
In fact, there is no guarantee that any of the plants
species around you have been at that locality for any
more than a fraction of those 11,000 years.
Maine men and women have lived mainly by hunting,
fishing, and gathering plants for all but 300 of those
11,000 years. Historic records of game availability and
hunting/fishing techniques exist only for the last 450
years, and until 200 years ago those records were extremely incomplete. Only for the last 100 years is there
a written record that can be used by modern wildlife
biologists.
Yet there is a very substantial record of past hunting
and fishing activity that is available to us today. It can
be found in the garbage and other debris that we recognize as "archaeological" sites.
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer 1983

Knife blades (top) and arrowheads (bottom), all from a dig site at
Kidder Point in Searsport. These are estimated to have originated
about 2,500 years ago' Photos courtesy Maine Historic
Preservation Commission.

"Prehistoric archaeological site" in Maine means a
stoneage Indian campsite. Stone tools, stone chipping
debris, and pottery fragments, being the most resistant
to destruction, can be found even at sites that have been
heavily disturbed (such as by lakeshores with raised
water levels). Bone, and other perishable materials
such as wood, netting, basketry, and hide are preserved
rarely, and always under special circumstances. One
such special circumstance is the relatively common
"shell heap" of the Maine coast. In these sites, which are
mostly made of clamshell (rarely of oyster or other
species), the calcium carbonate from the shells has
helped preserve bone from Maine's usually acid soil. It
is not uncommon to recover several hundred bones
from a few cubic yards of shell midden: broken bones of
deer, moose, bear, and seal, and disarticulated skeletons of fish, birds, and furbearers.
In the interior areas, bone is usually preserved only
after it has been burned white (calcined) in a fireplace.
But even such little scraps can be a valuable record of
the past.
There are other kinds of clues that archaeologists
use to reconstruct the past too, like the fossil pollen
from long dead plants that allows specialists to reconstruct the vegetation around a site. Also, we can use
the measurement of traces of radioactivity in bone or
charred plant material ( charcoal) to estimate the age
of a site in years before present (B.P.), actually before
1950 by convention.
Digging an archaeological site is a skilled trade, a
slow process that requires knowledge and manual dexterity. Sometimes it is expensive. But the real scientific
detective work takes place after the dig, in a laboratory.
It, too, is a slow process.

M

ODERN PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY has only been practiced in Maine since
1969. At present there are nine research archaeologists
working out of the Maine University system, the Maine
State Museum, and the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission. We have had opportunities to do extensive excavation on several dozen out of perhaps 500
Maine sites which have great research potential. But in
the process we are already developing many interesting
clues concerning what and how man hunted and fished
in bygone ages.
For example, we know that the area south and west
of Bangor was better deer habitat 3,000 to 6,000 years
ago than it is today. We know that beaver, muskrat, red
fox, the extinct sea mink, fisher, otter, and other species have been important furbearers for thousands of
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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years. We know that both grey and harbor seals have
been very plentiful along the coast for the past 3,000
years or so, and that great auks nested and bred along
our mid-coastal region. More specifically, for example,
we know that the Indians of Penobscot Bay about 4200
B.P. made their living by codfishing and hunting swordfish in the summer and deer hunting in the winter. We
suspect that the Indians who lived around the major
interior lakes between about 9,000 and 6,000 years ago
relied heavily on whitefish and lake trout for winter
food.
Prehistoric archaeological sites are usually village locations, often an accumulation of many separate villages over thousands of years in the same spot.
Sometimes, when they are properly excavated, we can
recognize individual campfires, and even house floors.
Some villages appear to have been occupied only for
short seasons as people moved from place to place.
However, some sites along the coast seem to have been
used nearly year-round at many times during the last
4,000 years. They were more "permanent" villages. Prehistoric stone tools from well-excavated sites can be
shown to change over time, the way the style of automobiles or other technology changes with time or with
place (Datsuns are different from Fords, which are different from Volkswagens). Archaeologists use these
types of clues to study things like the movements, origins, and extinctions of cultures, trade patterns, and
how people succeed or fail in coping with their environment and with each other.
Since archaeological sites record the hunting and
fishing patterns of their inhabitants, we can use archaeological clues, especially from food bone debris, to
reconstruct the hunting and fishing patterns in Maine.
We have been able to reconstruct hunting and fishing
patterns from such simple clues as the numbers of
bones of various species in the site, and their breakage
and butchering patterns. Sizes and characteristics of
many bones found at a site allow us to reconstruct size,
age, and sometimes sex of the animals hunted. Tooth
wear is used to determine the age of an animal at time
of death. Deer antler shedding and tooth eruption are
clues to the season of hunting. There is also a whole
25

range of information visible under the microscope that
provides clues, e.g., annular layers in mammal teeth
and fish bones. These can be "read," much as one
counts or reads tree rings. The status of the last annual
layer is a clue to season of death. In some groups of
birds, we also look for calcium deposits that accumulate inside the longbones of females, signaling the onset
of egglaying season.
An Englishman named Samuel Purches recorded a
primitive census of Maine coast Indians taken about
1605, by listing the number of houses and number of
men at various locations along the coast. From his information and other clues, we can guess that about
12,000 Indians inhabited the Maine coast at that time.
A less certain guess is that roughly the same number of
people lived in Maine's vast interior, giving a total population for the state of 20,000-25,000
people. Incidentally, approximately
75 percent of these coastal people
died in an epidemic - possibly hepatitis - from 1616
to 1619, opening the way for white settlement
in the
1620s.

T

HE PRE-1616 POPULATION LEVEL had
existed for about 1,000, perhaps 2,000,
years. Before that time, the Maine population level appears to have been slightly lower; it was much lower
before 5,000 years ago.
We know that 20,000 to 25,000 Indians would have
lived in 3,000 to 4,000 extended-family households. We
can guess that each would have used an average of
three to four moose per year (a guess, based on few
written records and some archaeological data). The
evidence indicates that, for a period of at least a thousand years, Indians may have taken from 10,000 to
15,000 moose annually. This, of course, was during a
time when types and sizes of vegetation were much different than what we know today.

Evidence also suggests that conditions were very desirable for deer along the Maine coast 4,000 to 5,000
years ago, and that the deer/moose ratio has been declining since. For example, skeletal measurement show
that 4,200 B.P.. in Penobscot Bay, 19 percent of the
whitetail deer kills were as large or larger than a 260pound (live weight) buck skeleton that the author has
measured. Three-hundred-pound bucks were probably
fairly common. During the last 1 ,500 years, the 260pound-and-larger class had declined to 9 percent of
the kill. Today, statewide, it is less than :3 percent.
From bones excavated from a site on North Haven Island in Penobscot Bay by Bruce Bourque of the Maine
State Museum, we can compare the number of moose
killed for every 100 deer kills at several points in time.
(This comparison is made while accounting for the fact
that fewer moose bones were likely returned to the
campsite simply because of the large size of moose
compared to deer.) About 4,200 years ago, only two
moose were killed for every 100 deer kills. During the
last l ,000 years, about 21 moose were killed for every
100 deer.
We also can show (Figure 1) that during the last
1,000 years, moose were a more important food resource the farther "down east" one lived.
Many other clues lead to the conclusion that Maine's
coastal environment has been slowly cooling for about
the last 5,000 to 6,000 years, apparently with the greatest effect down east. This environmental change has
led recently to the replacement of mixed hardwood
forest by coastal spruce forest in an east-to-west wave.
The change from deer dominance to moose dominance
is a natural consequence.
Certainly there was a major "boom" in the deer population during the last 250 years, as Maine land was first
cleared for agriculture, then abandoned and reverted
first to brush and then hardwood growth. And there
will be minor ups and downs in the deer herd with good
winters and bad winters. But the archaeological evidence suggests that the long-term trend is toward an
increased moose herd, a trend which should continue
barring a major change in forest/ agricultural land
management.
Thus, the long-term
perspective made possible by
archaeology suggests that l) the moose season is a
prudent use of a major wildlife resource; and 2) with
proper management, the sustainable animal yield can
probably be dramatically increased in the future.
We hope to be able to bring you more such perspectives from the past. We have 11,000 years worth of experiences on which to report.
•
* * * * * * * * * * *

Figure 1. Moose killed per 100
deer, about 1, 000 years ago.
26

*

For those readers who are interested in archaeology, there is a
statewide organization that publishes an informative magazine
twice a year on the subject: The Maine Archaeological
Society
(dues: $7.50). Contact Mr. David Cook, Secretary; Winthrop, Maine
04:l64.
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THE
LIGGETT SPECIAL

the Fly Tying Bench

0

0

STREAMER
FLY #2

By Peter G. Walker
ABOUT THE FLY
No other event in the history of Maine angling has
h ad as profound an effcct as the advent of the outboard motor. As Mainers struggled out of the Great
OeprPssion, they found themselves with both the leisure and the means to devote much more time to fishing. With automobiles and outboard motors, it was
suddenly possible to m ake day and afternoon trips. No
longer was the working man restricted to a single vacation week's fishing each year.
l) u ring the first third oft he 20th century, the st reamer fly became established as the dominant style of
Maine fly fishing. Although developed to imitate bait
fish - r-spor-ially smelts - early patterns were restricted in siz« according to the fly caster's abilities.
Evo n though large streamers were often desirable, casting them was awkward at best. But motorized trolling
suddenly made three- and four-inch-long flies feasible.
Early fly t rollers discovered that oversize streamers
caught salmon and trout very well. When tied on
convent ion al-size hooks, however, these new long flies
we-re vulnE'rahle to "short strikes"; with the long hackles
railing an inch or two bd.1ind t.hc hook, fish were prone
o hit too far hack and miss being hooked.
The answer appeared to be a second "trailer" hook
attached behind the first. Although the method of attaching the hooks seems obvious today, it took a bit of
experinwntation before the best technique was discov«red. Two Waterville fly tiers are credited with devel-

oping the first tandem-hooked
streamers. Dr. J.
Herbert Sanborn and Emile Letourneau helped to
usher in the fly trolling era by developing both the
tandem-hook design and several of the first streamer
patterns made especially to be trolled.
Emile Letourneau was employed as the chief designer at the Hathaway Shirt Co. factory in Waterville.
Consequently,
some of his streamer patterns were
named for his co-workers. Still another pattern, the
Sportsmen Say, was named for his brother Gene's famous outdoors column in the Gannett newspapers.
The Liggett Special was named for fellow Hathaway
employee Melvin Liggett. It is a sort of hybrid between
the Mickey Finn and the Red & White Bucktail, tied on
tandem hooks. As with all trolling streamers, the LiggPtt Special produces best when trolled at a fast clip.
THE PATTERN
HOOKS: (for a three-inch fly) two #4 standard wet fly
hooks joined by a 2114-inch piece of braided wire leader
material
THREAD: black
BODY: wide flat silver tinsel
THROAT: (full length) a small bunch of white bucktail
WING: a small bunch of red bucktail over an equal
hunch of yellow bucktail
CHEEKS: jungle cock "eye" feathers (since these have
become so difficult to obtain, fly tiers frequently substitute a painted eye on the head - white, with either red
or black pupil)

1

The secret to tying on tinsel is to double wrap. First, carefully wind.
the tinsel back along the hook shank rn consecutive
wraps

After
dem
near
itself
then
tight

the tandem rig has fully dried (see page 29 for how to tie tanrigs), place the rear hook in the vise and start the tying thread
the eye - you may use a finer thread than that used on the rig
Cut one end of the wide tinsel so it tapers gradually to a point,
attach the tapered end to the front end of the hook with several
wraps of tying thread

2

0
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Now repeat the winding procedure back to
the eye This double wrap will disguise any
gaps between tinsel wraps. Secure tinsel
with a half hitch of thread (to prevent losing
your work thus far, should you cut the
thread on a later step). Trim, then form a
small head with thread.

3

Carefully trim remaining stubs of hair as
close to the tying thread as possible. The fly
will be more durable if you apply thin coats
of lacquer or cement to the
wraps between each step.

4
••

c

After lacquering the head of the trailer
hook, again set the rig aside to dry. Several
coats of thin lacquer applied over a period
of a few days builds up a durable and attractive sheen on the head

c

'
For the lower half of the wing, repeat Steps
6 and 7 with an equal bunch of yellow
bucktail directly above the hooks.

5

6

.

8

Place the front hook in the vise and start the
tying thread near the front end of the leader
material splice. With wide tinsel, repeat
Steps 2 and 3 to make a body on the front
hook, extending forward to the end
of the leader material.

The top half of the wing is made in the same
fashion, repeating Steps 6 and 7 once
more, this time with red bucktail.

9

Snip off a small bunch of natural white deer
tail near the hide. Hold at about the midpoint and, with the other hand, remove and
discard the short hairs. Align hair beneath
hooks so that it extends beyond the trailer
hook about %" (be sure to divide the bunch
equally on both sides of hooks). Hold in position, take a loose wrap around the base
with thread, and slowly pull it tight so that
hair remains in position; secure with
several more tight wraps.

As in Step 4, set the streamer fly aside and
build up the head with several thin
coats of lacquer.

28
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Painting eyes on streamers is easy. To paint
the iris, stick a small flathead nail or tack
into a pencil eraser. dip it in a light-colored
lacquer, and simply stamp a round dot on
each side of the head.

12

After allowing the iris to dry for a few hours.
place a common pin in a pencil eraser and
use it to stamp a smaller dot of darkercolored lacquer in the middle of each iris.
The finished product is a first-class
trolling streamer.

11

-----------TYING
TANDEM
HOOK
RIGS----------

1
Place a hook in the vise upside down; start the thread with a
few overlapping winds at the base of the bend. Insert the wire
through the eye to the bend. Exert firm pressure on the thread
and wind first forward to the eye, then back to the bend in
widely but evenly spaced wraps, creating a "crisscross" effect.

Braided wire, nylon coated or plain, is generally available in fly
tying supply shops. For a three-inch tandem streamer. you will
need about 2%" of this wire. (NOTE: It is imperative that strong
thread such as high-quality 2/0 nylon be used for joining tandem hooks; finer thread may be used later. however, to tie the
fly itself.)

2

Wind the thread forward again to the eye, this time in tight,
consecutive wraps covering the crisscross windings. Knot and
break off the thread, then coat the windings with a liberal
amount of lacquer of head cement.

3
Place the second hook upright in the vise Start the tying
thread as in Step 2. Lay the wire (with trailer hook attached) on
top of the shank as shown, allowing about 1/4" of space behind
the eye (in which to make the head of the fly). Repeat the
crisscross windings from Step 2.

c

'

anchor the trailer hook of the rig to the end of a board, grasp
the front hook with a pair of pliers. and PULL! The rear hook
should either bend or break before the wrappings give way.

4

5

6

Repeat Step 3, then set the finished tandem hook rig aside for
several hours to dry. If you have followed the procedures correctly, the splices will be strong~ than the hooks themselves.
But if you wish to test it ..

......

The (corrected)

One That Didn't Get Away Club
club were not on our list.
With our apologies to the
fishermen who did not get due
recognition in the spring issue, here
is the revised list of the heaviest fish
entered in The One That Didn't Get
Away Club last year.

normal - that is, until a few
readers began asking why their club
fish, bigger than the ones we listed,
were not on the list.
We'll spare you the explanation of
how it happened, but the embarrassing fact is that a lot of the top fish
caught in 1982 and entered in the

(An embarrassed) Editor's Note: Let
it never be said that we do anything
in a half-hearted way - including
making mistakes!
The list of the top fish entered in
Maine's famous The One That Didn't
Get Away Club, which appeared in
the spring issue, seemed perfectly

TOP FISH IN
EACH CATEGORY

THE ONE THAT DIDN'T
GET AWAY CLUB FOR 1982

4 lbs.)

weight

Rockwood.

ME

6-8

6-14

Hines. Buckfield,

ME

5-14

1-24

Michael

Pearson.

Brunswick,

ME

Wiscasset. ME

Dale Gardner,

Dwane Bumps, Hebron, ME

Heather York. Smithfield.
Roger LaFlamme.

Brown Trout
(Qualifying

6 lbs.)

weight

Dennis

K. Newton,

(Qualifying

15 lbs.)

weight

W. Peru.

Philadelphia.

Troy Bowen.

Kennebunk.

James

E. Robinson.
Hodgkins,

6 lbs.)

weight

weight

(Qualifying

weight

5 lbs.)

Largemouth
Bass
(Qualifying

weight

7 lbs.)

(Qualifying

weight

area

Cr av

4-15

24

3-16

Moosehead

Lake

smell

II

27

4-28

North

Pond

10-9

29

5-6

Creal

East Lake

10-8

27'•

6-2

Wonhle'

Pond

2712

7-13

Hancock

Pond

27

2-18

Creal

2312

36

8-15

Schoodic

38

S-29

Tunk

8-5

Sebago

6-4

Embden

3.'>

9-6

Sebago

7-8

33

Cyr,

Judith

Daviau,

Michael

East Corinth.

Portland.

ME

7-2

ME

Richard

5-22

Sebec

5-16

Sebago

Lake

Gray Ghost streamer

Lake

sewed

vrneh
ly nymph

Lake

Lewiston.

ME

6-8

26

9-29

Kermebago River

stoncf

6-8

27

1-16

Lake

live smelt

Portland.

ME
ME

Ellsworth.

C Koch.

ME

ME

Machias.

ME

Wassookeag

·1212

6-19

Machias

37

6-25

Narraguagus RiH·1

River

22

40

6-12

Narraguagus River

21-4

38

6-14

Nai raguagus

:i-2

20

7.9

Sil vr: Pug Lake

2-27

Whitney

Lrvrr more Falb.

M~

2011

8-30

Long

Livermon·

ME

21

9-6

Long Pond

Robert

Poland.

Frank Smimmo,

ME

Lewiston.

ME

E. Deschenes.

Betty j. Stc1Tm.

Ncwca,1k.

R. Roy S1evem.

Newc ast lc, ME

Raymond.

Heberle.

1.

Tr-n

Ml·.

ME

Franklin.
yvi

l k-. Cl

New Glou«·,t<·1.

Jame>

Smith. Oxfo1d.

Frnnk

Spen<el,

ME

ME

ME

Mam;11011n

Shot Iloat irig lure

Ho1

Lah

Rai nbow Rapala
Ji11c1bug

IJ-29

'l hornpvon

Lake Annabevsar ook

Mann'

2'>

7-23

Cobbosver-

Like

I Ii-ddon · 1 01 prdo

8-2

23'•

7-11

Cobbossce

Lake

8-1

23'•

1-27

8-3

'>· 12

21

9-18

Scb;igo

27

2-20

Mola\>('\

,,.1

27

'\-20

Long

26

2-28

Wonhln

1-1

Wh11nq

.

Like

'>1hl'1

Rapala
Roo1c1

Rdlill'llap
Ratt let r ap

r>-li

2712
k. N \'

fh

9-29

8-12

ME

Monmouth.

Rive:

fl)

Pond

Bruce Eastman,

Falb.

Butu-rf ly Ilv

27-12
24-8

S-2

ME

Wobbler

Ike

I.at)

Sebago

ME

Wobblc1

Moose look Wobbler

Lake

4-29

F. Yau s. Leeds,

Edward

Flashking

2611

Clark,

Ban leu,

Plr )

Flatfish

Lake

Breu Philbrick.

Paul

sh incr

live

sh111c1

6-812

Dexter,

Gaston.

Moose look Wobhlet

ME

Brooks. Cherryfield,

Forrest

worms
Cray Ghost streamer

Waterville,

Anctil.

Bill Sheldon.

Ghos1 streamer

Mooselook

Lake

38

Ronald

Lake (Lakeview

Lake

18-5

Sr., Oxford, ME

(Smithfield)

East Lake

19

Cail Morr ison.

30

Seboomook

22

Norridgewock.

Chai ks W. Clemen
4 lbs.)

Moosehead Lake

S-13

ME

john

Pickerel

3-1.'i

22

ME

Warren D. S< hnaars, Cherryfield.

Small mouth
Bass

23'·•

ME

Carmel.

Lake

.'i-3

8-12

srne-lt

il(Jl<'ll

Erherner Stevens.

Danny

15 lbs)

live shiner

19-15

Cameron

(Qualifying

Mooschead

S·4

PA
ME

Lure

ME

Lee Hersey.

Atlantic
Salmon

ME

Where Caught

Dennis W. Jordan, Sebago Lake.

Stella M. Higgins,

(Qualifying

ME

Waldoboro.

Charles E. Butler.

Landlocked
Salmon

ME

Biddeford.

Harry Klein.

Charles

Lake Trout
(Togue}

Date
Caught

Length
Inches

Charles

Doris Stubbs,

Brook Trout
(Qualifying

Pounds
Ounces

The Angler

The Fish

Ii\(· ,hllH'I

Lak«

l i v r 'h111e1

Pond

Pond

( Belg1ddt·)
Pond

111'('

b.Jil

liH' ball

Pond

Me>'alomk<'t'

Mq>J»

Lak«

bl,1< k pla,ti<

wo11n
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FISH AND WILDLIFE BRIEFS
1983 DEER SEASONS
Maine's 1983 deer hunting seasons will include two areas where
only buck deer may be taken.
Following a round of public
hearings this spring, Commissioner
Glenn Manuel and his advisory
council adopted a proposal aimed
at protecting female deer in eastern and western portions of the
state's southern deer hunting zone.
Manuel said protecting the female deer is necessary because
habitat changes, predation and
hunting pressure have depleted
the herd in the two areas.
During the firearms season, including resident-only day, hunters
in the two bucks-only districts will
be permitted to shoot only deer
with antlers not less than three
inches in length.
l tnaffected by the bucks-only
rule are the northern zone, which
lies north of Canadian Pacific Railroad tracks, and the central port ion oft he southern zone.
The firearms season opening
days are October 31 in the northern zone, November 7 in the
southern zone. The Saturdays before both general opening dates
are open for Maine residents only.
The season ends statewide on November 26.
Bow and arrow hunters will
have a season running from October 1 until the day before the
residents-only day in both zones.
They are unaffected by the bucksonly provisions.
Commissioner Manuel said that
although the bucks-only rule was
set only for the 198:3 hunting season, it will take several years of
doc deer protection before its effect can be evaluated. He said his
authority to restrict the hunting of
doe deer was granted by the legisIat ure for a three-year period.
Manuel also said that for the
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer

herd rebuilding plan to work, hunters will have to cooperate and use
restraint to make sure the deer
they shoot are legal ones. "Their
reward in the long run will be a
larger deer herd."
PERSONNEL NOTES
Prominent among recent personnel news in the Fish and Wildlife Department is the naming of
Norman E. "Skip" Trask of Readfield to the deputy commissioner's
posit ion.
Trask, a 17 year employee of the
department and former game

Deputy Commissioner Trask
warden, was appointed by Commissioner Glenn Manuel, who said
he has "the kind of background,
experience and respect by legislators, sportsmen and department
employees that are needed to help
guide the Fish and Wildlife Department . . "
The new deputy commissioner
began work for the department in
106() as a district game warden,
working his way up to the rank of
lieutenant, in 1980, when he beca me the Warden Service rep re1983

sentative to the department's
Division of Program Development
and Coordination.
In 1981 he became chief of the
Regulations Division, responsible
for the department's rulemaking
activities and legislation.
Trask, 40, a native of Wilton, is a
graduate of Wilton Academy and
attended Gordon College in Massachusetts. He and his wife, the
former Joy Chaffee of Wilton, have
four sons.
The deputy fish and wildlife
commissioner's post had been vacant since the retirement of J. William Peppard last November.
Elsewhere in the Fish and Wildlife Department, the following recent changes:
In the Wildlife Division, Patrick
0. Corr was promoted from assistant to leader of migratory bird research, replacing Howard E.
Spencer ..Ir., who was named supervisor of the research section.
Wildlife Biologist Gary G. Donovan
has filled a new position as the department's liaison with the Department of Conservation's Bureau
of Public Lands, responsible for integrating wildlife management
practices into timber harvesting
operations on Maine's 400,000
acres of publicly-owned lands. Replacing Donovan as regional wildlife biologist in Region B, Augusta
headquarters, was Eug(>ne A Dumont, formerly Donovan's assistant. Named to he leader of hig
game research activities was
George .J. Matula, Jr., formerly an
assistant in charge of the black
hear research project.
In the Warden Service, district
warden Deborah S. Palman was
promoted to game warden specialist and is now in charge of the
Warden Service Forensic Laboratory in Bangor. Her work with
identification of hair, meat and
31

blood samples is in addition to her
district warden responsibilities.
In the Administration Division,
Dennis Levandoski of Portland was
named to a new position of staff
attorney; he was formerly in private practice in Portland.
In the Fisheries Division, Peter
M. Bourque, formerly regional biologist in the Fish River Lakes Re~
gion, was appointed assistant chief
of the division, filling a vacancy
created when Robert E. Foye was
promoted to chief.
In the Land Acquisition and Development Division, G. Donald Taylor was appointed supervisor; he
had been acting supervisor since
the death of Clayton G. Grant in
November.
Recently elected chairman of the
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Advisory Council was Nathan Cohen of
Eastport. Dennis L. Smith, Otter
Creek, was elected vice-chairman.
Appointed by Governor Joseph E.
Brennan to a three-year term on
the council was Carroll York of
West Forks; he represents Wildlife
Management Unit 3 and replaces
six-year council member George E.
Prentiss of Rumford. Reappointed
for a second three-year term was
Francis D. Dunn, Patten.
MOOSE HUNT REFERENDUM
As one thousand moose hunting
permit holders prepare for the sixday open season in September,
opposite sides of the hunting controversy are readying for a November referendum vote on
continuation of moose hunting in
Maine.
The September 19-24 moose season will he the third since hunting
oft he big deer was restored, in
1980, after a 45 year closure. It will
be the last if a group called
SMOOSA - Save Maine's Only Official State Animal
has its way
with the voters in November.
Leading the fight to retain the
season is the Sportman's Alliance
of Maine.
The issue has attracted national
attention, with major pro- and
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THREE THINGS YOUCAN DO FOR US!
MAINE FISH AND WILDLIFE magazine's circulation system is functioning very efficiently now. But there are three things that you, the
reader, can do to make it even better:
• When you correspond with us for any reason, send us a label, or
at least a copy of the information from it. The coding on the label will
enable us to trace your record in the files much more quickly.
• Let our system work for you! For instance, the four digits in the
upper right corner of your label will tell you when your subscription is
set to expire (the first two are the year, and the last two are the issue;
01 =Spring, 02=Summer, 03=Fall, 04=Winter). Also, when you renew,
use one of the renewal forms we send to you, beginning well before expiration to give you advance notice that it will soon be time to renew.
• Be patient! Processing of this type takes time, and everyone makes
mistakes from time to time. Explain your problem to us, and we'll be
happy to correct it.
We want you as subscribers. Let us know how the system is working
- from your point of view!
anti-hunting organizations showing interest in it. Both sides view it
as more than simply a vote on
whether moose should be hunted.
Fish and Wildlife Commissioner
Glenn Manuel termed it "the most
serious anti-hunt campaign that
has ever been attempted anywhere
in the United States." He is concerned that stopping the moose
hunt "with emotional arguments
would set a dangerous precedent
for sportsmen and wildlife managers to cope with."
Although stating that his effort
to stop the moose season has no
further motives, SMOOSA leader
John Cole acknowledges that
many of its supporters are opposed to all hunting and that "it
represents a national debate about
hunting."
MOOSEHEAD BOOK AVAILABLE
That Moosehead Lake produces
larger trout today than at the turn
of the century, and that the quality
of its water remains nearly as high
as ever in its history, are among
the fascinating information in a
new book published by the Maine
Fish and Wildlife Department.
Author Roger AuClair of Rockwood, the regional fisheries biologist who since 1955 has been
assigned to study and manage
Maine's largest lake, makes these

and other observations in his book
MOOSEHEAD LAKE FISHERY
MANAGEMENT.
In researching historical data
for his book, AuClair found that
brook trout over four pounds were
rare at the turn of the century.
Five-pound trout have not been
uncommon in recent years, and
the largest taken have exceeded
seven pounds.
So good has fishing become, in
fact, that AuClair fears it will not
remain that way unless regulation
changes are made to compensate
for the resulting increase in fishing
pressure.
Much of the new book is devoted
to results of a 12-year study of
Moosehead, supervised by AuClair
and funded under the DingellJohnson Federal Aid to Fish Restoration Act.
The book contains a comprehensive history of Moosehead and detailed descriptions of the physical
characteristics of the lake and its
drainage.
AuClair describes the 22 species
of fish known to exist in the lake,
devoting detailed chapters to each
of the more popular game fish lake trout, landlocked salmon and
brook trout. He concludes the book
with a chapter on recommendations for the lake's future management to protect and
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FISH

.pecifically, vitamin A, thiamin, riioflavin and niacin.
So, if game meat is so good, why
hen do some people refuse to eat
? A good question.
Enjoying the wild flavor of game
neat that has been protected by
rroper handling and processing,
.hould be at least half the thrill of
he hunt, whether it be grouse or:
~oose, deer or duck.

AND WILDLIFE

is for you.
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
0 Enclosed is my check for $4.95 for one year (4 issues)
made payable to Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
O Please bill me. (no gift orders, please)

ro CONTACT A WARDEN

NAME
STREET
CITY/STATE/ZIP

D New

Please check here:

D Renewal

J832

eating for that reason.
Minerals are important for the
smooth running of a healthy body,
and, here again, game meat wins
out over beef. There is more calcium, iron, phosphorous and also
vitamins in wild meat than in beef,

good for you.
For example, moose meat
turned out to be 12 times less fatty
than beef. Beef was three times
higher in calories than wild meat,
which may be a negative factor in
today's life style if consumed calo-

1n

cup ralstn
1 tsp. salt
'h cup milk

uLou

ASHLAND
AUGUSTA
BANGOR
GRAY
GREENVILLE

1-800-322-4011
1-800-322-3606
1-800-332-2033
1-800-322-1333
1-800-322-9844

......... ~ ---

a,

SALMON STEAKS AT CAMp

Po

V'f:Iv1soN Jf:J?.

'~lb. butter or oleo
,.._cup lem"- ·
-~

The Maine Warden Service now
ms a toll-free phone system coverng all areas of the state. To conact a warden, call the nearest
var den headquarters listed below.
~ach headquarters is in radio conact with wardens on duty in that
area.

•>..TC.1".R

~IJt

Ven·

l(y

TROUT WITH MUSHROOMS AND ONIONS
4 medium trout (cleaned)
·-It. pepper, flour

'-··tter

THE MAINE WAY
a collection of Maine fish and game recipes
WOODCOCK OUTDO(
Published by the Maine Fish and Wildlife
Department, this 100-page
cookbook is entirely devoted to those types of game and fresh-water fish
that a Maine sportsman might take. The recipes in THE MAINE WAYcollected
by two game wardens' wives-are practical, time-proven,
and
call for nothing
but ingredients,
equipment,
and know-how native to a
Maine kitchen. Covers everything from deer and bear to eels and snapping
turtles. Paperback. Convenient loose-leaf binding.
Total mail order price-$4.95
Make check or money order in U.S. funds payable to "Treasurer, State
of Maine." Send order to COOKBOOK, Maine Fish and Wildlife Department, State House Station 41, A ug~sta, ME 043 33.
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blood samples is in addition to he
district warden responsibilities.
In the Administration Division,
Dennis Levandoski of Portland wr

named to a new position of staff
attorney; he was formerly in private practice in Portland.
In the Fisheries Division, Peter
M. Bourque, formerly regional biol
ogist in the Fish River Lakes Re~
gion, was appointed assistant chic
of the division, filling a vacancy
created when Robert E. Foye was
promoted to chief.
In the Land Acquisition and De
velopment Division, G. Donald Taj
lor was appointed supervisor; he
had been acting supervisor since
the death of Clayton G. Grant in
November.
Recently elected chairman of the
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Advisory Council was Nathan Cohen of
Eastport. Dennis L. Smith, Otter
Creek, was elected vice-chairman.
Appointed by Governor Joseph E.
Brennan to a three-year term on
the council was Carroll York of
West Forks; he represents Wildlife
Management Unit 3 and replaces
six-year council member George E.
Prentiss of Rumford. Reappointed
for a second three-year term was
Francis D. Dunn, Patten.
MOOSE HUNT REFERENDUM
As one thousand moose hunting
permit holders prepare for the sixday open season in September,
opposite sides of the hunting controversy are readying for a November referendum vote on
continuation of moose hunting in
Maine.
The September 19-24 moose season will he the third since hunting
oft he big deer was restored, in
1980, after a 45 year cIosurr-. It will
be the last if a group called
SMOOSA - Saw Maine's Only Official State Animal - has its way
with the voters in November.
Leading the fight to retain the
season is the Sportman's Alliance
of Maine.
The issue has attracted national
attention, with major pro- and
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anti-hunting organizations showing interest in it. Both sides view it
as more than simply a vote on
whether moose should be hunted.
Fish and Wildlife Commissioner
Glenn Manuel termed it "the most
serious anti-hunt campaign that
has ever been attempted anywhere
in the United States." He is concerned that stopping the moose
hunt "with emotional arguments
would set a dangerous precedent
for sportsmen and wildlife managers to cope with."
Although stating that his effort
to stop the moose season has no
further motives, SMOOSA leader
John Cole acknowledges that
many of its supporters are opposed to all hunting and that "it
represents a national debate about
hunting."
MOOSEHEAD BOOK AVAILABLE
That Moosehead Lake produces
larger trout today than at the turn
of the century, and that the quality
of its water remains nearly as high
as ever in its history, are among
the fascinating information in a
new book published by the Maine
Fish and Wildlife Department.
Author Roger AuCiair of Rockwood, the regional fisheries biologist who since 1955 has been
assigned to study and manage
Maine's largest lake, makes these

and other observations in his book
MOOSEHEAD LAKE FISHERY
MANAGEMENT.
In researching historical data
for his book, AuClair found that
brook trout over four pounds were
rare at the turn of the century.
Five-pound trout have not been
uncommon in recent years, and
the largest taken have exceeded
seven pounds.
So good has fishing become, in
fact, that AuClair fears it will not
remain that way unless regulation
changes are made to compensate
for the resulting increase in fishing
pressure.
Much of the new book is devoted
to results of a 12-year study of
Moosehead, supervised by AuClair
and funded under the DingellJohnson Federal Aid to Fish Restoration Act.
The book contains a comprehensive history of Moosehead and detailed descriptions of the physical
characteristics of the lake and its
drainage.
AuCiair describes the 22 species
of fish known to exist in the lake,
devoting detailed chapters to each
of the more popular game fish lake trout, landlocked salmon and
brook trout. He concludes the book
with a chapter on recommendations for the lake's future management to protect and
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specifically, vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin and niacin.
So, if game meat is so good, why
then do some people refuse to eat
it? A good question.
Enjoying the wild flavor of game
meat that has been protected by
proper handling and processing,
should be at least half the thrill of
the hunt, whether it be grouse or:
goose, deer or duck.

ries are not burned. Moose, furthermore, overcame beef by a full
third in protein count. While these
tests used the wild meat available
in Alaska-moose and caribouthe fact is venison is quite similar to
them in constitution.
Most wild game animals store the
bulk of their fat in the upper
shoulder region, concentrated
rather than "marbled" throughout
the tissue as it is in much domestic
stock. Because of this isolation of
fat, the hunter may strip off any
excess, retaining the right amount
for consumption, or replace it with
beef suet if that flavor is preferred.
This can be considered an advantage, since fat is a good vitamin
carrier, and some of it is worth
eating for that reason.
Minerals are important for the
smooth running of a healthy body,
and, here again, game meat wins
out over beef. There is more calcium, iron, phosphorous and also
vitamins in wild meat than in beef,

perpetuate its unique coldwater
sport fisheries.
Copies of the book may be obtained for $5 from the Maine Fish
and Wildlife Department,
Public
Information Division, State House
Station 41, Augusta, ME 04333.
Make check or money order payable to the Maine Fish and Wildlife
Department.

GAME MEAT IS TOPS
IN NUTRITION
The University of Alaska has
conducted exhaustive studies of
the nutritional value of wild meat
and compiled the results in a booklet, "Alaskan Game is Good Food!"
The study revealed undeniable evidence that wild game meat is
good for you.
For example, moose meat
turned out to be 12 times less fatty
than beef. Beef was three times
higher in calories than wild meat,
which may be a negative factor in
today's life style if consumed calo-

cup r ararn
1 tsp. salt
1;. cup milk
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TO CONTACT A WARDEN
The Maine Warden Service now
has a toll-free phone system covering all areas of the state. To contact a warden, call the nearest
warden headquarters listed below.
Each headquarters is in radio contact with wardens on duty in that
area.
1-800-322-4011
1-800-322-3606
. 1-800-332-2033
. 1-800-322-1333
. 1-800-322-9844
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TROUT WITH MUSHROOMS AND ONIONS
4 medium trout (cleaned)
·-It. pepper, flour
·- .. tter

~lb. butter or oleo
,,_ c_up lem"" '
_ ~ -'"'JC.l?R

THE MAINE WAY
a collection of Maine fish and game recipes
WOODCOCK OUTDO(
Published by the Maine Fish and Wildlife Department, this 100-page
cookbook is entirely devoted to those types of game and fresh-water fish
that a Maine sportsman might take. The recipes in THE MAINE WAYcollected by two game wardens' wives-are
practical, time-proven, and
call for nothing but ingredients, equipment, and know-how native to a
Maine kitchen. Covers everything from deer and bear to eels and snapping
turtles. Paperback. Convenient loose-leaf binding.
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Total mail order price-$4 95
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8 trout fillets, salted
com oil
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